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Education is the right of every Filipino citizen, our national educators would always says “Education is everybody’s business.” We should consider providing alternative delivery modes of teaching to reach children and other clientele in far-flung areas, cultural communities and other disadvantaged groups. “Education for all,” calls for total war on poverty and the quest for peace and sustainable development, wherein it aims to continuously uplift the life of every Filipino learner through education.

Former President Corazon C. Aquino (1991-2000) stressed that the need to pursue the goals and objectives for basic education which is to meet basic learning needs or the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values necessary for every learner is very important to improve the quality of their lives and increase their opportunities to participate in the development process.

Furthermore, the endless enrichment of the learning environment to activate and sustain motivation for learning provide learners to develop their full capacities, to live and work for dignity, to participate fully in development, to improve the quality of their lives, to make informed decisions, and to continue learning.

Paul R. Jacob (1999) stated that the ultimate goal of education is to develop in the learner desirable knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes which he can effectively use to alleviate poverty and improve the quality of his life, his family, the community and the larger society.
Summing up, the whole spectrum of the learning process shall ensure the provision of good quality and relevant education along the concept of a holistic learning system where education is equated with lifelong learning, thus, every learners can acquire development-oriented attitudes and values that will enable the learner to think critically and creatively, act innovatively and humanely in improving the quality of his life.
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